
(continued from PS Mag Eva Holland criticism) 

 

-- Audios-- The article says that "the case against (me) would be supported in large part by surreptitious 

recordings made by an FBI informant, a mole..." This is misleading in lots of ways. First of all, there 

wasn't a "mole." Saying "mole" implies that there was some secret organization that the FBI had to 

sneak into. This makes for juicy reading, but it's fake news. The truth is that everything we did was open 

to the public. We were constantly trying to get more and more people to show up to events and get 

freedom lovers to know their neighbors better. So "infiltrating the inner circle" was as easy as showing 

up to the BBQ. We were marketing ideas. You can't do that in secret. 

     Next, we need to talk about the "surreptitious audios." The FBI recorded literally hundreds and 

hundreds of hours of audio and video in our homes -- IN OUR BEDROOMS!-- with out even a warrant. 

This took place over the course of years. They had everything. It was like the Truman Show or 

something. How creepy is that? Then as we get closer to trial, Skrocki filed a motion in Federal court to 

bar their own FBI recordings from trial!( 3:11-cr-22 Dkt 311 Filed 4-23-12 ) He actually asked the judge to 

not let us play those tapes for the jury! You don't have to be a "rocket surgeon" to know something's up 

when the prosecutor does a thing like that. What's he got to hide?  

        Skrocki was the one trying to cover up, while I was fighting to expose. Really that tells you all you 

need to know to know my case is pure bullshit. They wanted to force the jury  to decide between JR 

Olson's liar-for-hire testimony and my testimony. No tapes. Why not just play the tapes and settle it 

once and for all? So when little Miss Eva Holland says the case was supported by the tapes, she's fake 

newsing you. Her lies might be hand-me-down lies given to her by Skrocki's press releases, but they are 

still lies. And by the way, Skrocki wrote more press release than motions in this case. This is more proof 

that it was all about deceiving the public and not about facts or law. 

 

-- What is the Militia?-- The militia is anyone with a gun and a conscience. That's what makes it so great. 

It's not supposed to be just certain people, or certain groups of people. It's supposed to be everyone in 

the whole country. It's your neighbors, your coworkers, your family, and all the other regular average 

good hearted people you see every day.  

          The militia is the American alternative to professional standing armies and to the police state. 

Standing armies always end up being sent all around the globe to get mixed up in senseless wars, in 

countries that are none of our business, and that can't be helped because they don't want to be helped. 

There shouldn't be gigantic expeditionary forces at the disposal of the fools in Washington D.C. And 

there shouldn't be militarized police going around subjugating the people and shaking them down for 

money and fines. These days, America feels like it is under some sort of foreign occupation. It's bad for 

business, it's bad for people's quality of life, it's bad for America. Where did we go wrong? 

     We went wrong when we quit taking responsibility for our own damn safety! Once we adopt the 

mindset that it's the job of the Army to keep us safe from foreigners, and it's the job of the police to 

protect us from our neighbors, we have really laid down our American spirit. You can't be free and 

proud man if you are looking to someone else to keep you and yours safe. You know it's true. And in an 

ironic twist, standing armies and militarized police states actually make us less safe. The army stirs up 



new enemies every time they go in and rodeo some new sandbox country. And the militarized police, of 

course, turn their guns on us and control us for the politicians in DC who pay them.  

      This is why the only safe place for the power of the sword to rest is in the hands of the people. 

Because the militia can do something no standing Army and no militarized police force has ever been 

able to do -- sit around and do nothing! Think about it. If we give cops tanks, they are going to find a 

reason to use them on us. It's their JOB! But unlike a militarized police force, We The People can be 

armed to the teeth and sit around doing nothing for decades on end. We have forgotten this concept. It 

used to be called "peace time" when we still knew what it was.  

            If the arms are in the hands of regular people, peace time will last. Because the people at large 

are only going to get their weapons and saddle up if there is something big going down that poses a very 

serious and very immediate threat to them and their families. This is the most brilliant of checks on 

power that the Founding Fathers ever thought up. Because it harnesses human nature to curb violence. 

The average dad in middle America is not going to take on the dangers of conflict unless there is a 

greater danger looking him in the face. This is a good thing. I have a lot more faith in "Average Dad" than 

I do in "Average Congressman," or "Average FBI Director," or "Average Billionaire Globalist.." Average 

Dad won't conduct raids on his enemies. But when we have large numbers of professional conflict 

havers who just do it for pay, whoever pays them can order them to go take out whoever they want 

them to. (I'm look'n at you Soros!) This makes us less safe, while offering us a confusing comfort lie 

about how the tanks pointed at our houses are for our own safety. 

       To round this topic out, we need to go over how war has evolved in recent times. In the stone age 

wars were fought with weapons of stone. In the iron age, wars were fought with weapons of iron. In the 

industrial age, wars were fought with industrial war machines like tanks and battleships. Those days are 

over! We are in the information age now. And sure enough, we are now fighting wars with information. 

And right now I see some war heroes out there saving the world and their fellow truth soldiers from evil. 

God knows I'm proud of you. Keep up the good fight! 

      It would be a foolish mistake to use yesterday's weapons for today's wars. So when we tried to push 

the militia concept in Alaska it was about changing how people thought of themselves. The point was to 

get people to let go of their presumption of dependency on professional police and soldiers for 

protection. That's all it was. Because that's all it needed to be! I knew that if armed people knew their 

neighbors and knew that they could count on each other, that the rest of their thinking would change 

too. It would bring back that American Spirit we have lost. So it wasn't about anything except We The 

People getting back our feeling of self-sufficiency and self-respect.  

           The militia would never have to fire a shot! If we just revived the American Spirit, "the swamp" 

would dry up on its own. It always does. Corruption and abuse can't live in the shadow of proud fearless 

men, and beautiful surefooted women. The point of the militia in the information age is to help people 

un-learn their learned helplessness. That's what we were doing. We were having great success. People 

were being blessed.. Minds were healing. And the American Spirit was becoming cool again. That's why 

the FBI had to send in their goons like Bennett and Fulton to try bully us off target, and their propaganda 

distributors like Eva Holland to fake news everyone out of their American birthright of freedom. But they 

are fighting an unwinnable battle. It is in the human DNA to fight to be free. It takes oodles of money 

and effort to make people go against their natural inclination to be free and proud. And it never lasts. So 

The Deep State will loose and humanity will win. The Globalists would sooner get dogs to climb trees 



and squirrels to pull sleds, than get people top stop liking freedom and dignity. The smart money is STILL 

on mankind. Don't lose heart. ; ) 

 

   ~Schaeffer Cox 


